And so she connects what others see as plagiarism with the idea that influences, be they explicit or implicit, avowed or denied, are part of any writer's work. 4 She makes numerous references to works that have inspired her own writing. Le Bébé (The Baby, 2002) , which aimed to recreate the author's own world, was punctuated by quotations and by artistic, literary, cinematic and psychoanalytic references that stop short of word-for-word quotation. It is reasonable to argue that the latter type of references allow Darrieussecq to deploy a strategy whereby she adds implicit to explicit quotations, and so creates 'phantom texts'. This double system of explicit versus implicit (or ghostly) references allows us to think of (literary and artistic) influence and haunting in relation to each other.
In order to read Darrieussecq in this perspective, we must pay attention to the importance of psychoanalysis in her life and writing. is 'très nourrie de réflexions psychanalytiques' ('very influenced by psychoanalytic thinking').
5 She considers her own approach to writing in fictional form in terms of literature and psychoanalysis together. She has described these two domains as 'deux pratiques qui avancent sur le réel et mettent des mots là où il n'y en a pas' ('two practices that go further than reality and put words where there aren't any').
6 Similarly, Darrieussecq explains that her first novel, Truismes (1996), stems from a course of psychoanalysis that allowed her to reach a form of detachment through fiction: 'L'analyse a libéré mon imaginaire, qui était englué dans de l'interdit, du secret, du non-dit. Englué dans du mort' ('Psychoanalysis has freed my imagination, which was bogged down in prohibition, in secrets, in the unspoken. Bogged down in death').
7 Fiction has become for her both a space of encounter with the Other and a space permitting fantasies to be expressed. 8 Darrieussecq makes the issue of fantasies and the unconscious in her work explicit, for example with regard to her conception of autofiction:
L'autofiction décalque sur le papier le jeu, ou le trouble, psychique. Dans le fantasme, y compris le fantasme sexuel, le sujet se met en scène dans des situations fictives, qu'il ne souhaite pas nécessairement vivre, mais qu'il expérimente mentalement. Pour moi l'autofiction c'est ça: un fantasme filé sur la page, sous mon nom, dans ma peau, mais une peau de papier, une peau mentale.
(Autofiction allows the psychic game, or psychic disturbance, to be traced on paper. In fantasy, including sexual fantasy, the subject enacts fictitious situations that she/he doesn't necessarily want to live out, but that she/he tries out mentally. For me autofiction is precisely this: a fantasy spun on the page, in my name, in my skin, but a paper skin, a mental skin.) 9 There is thus no mutual exclusion for Darrieussecq between the fields of fiction and autofiction. For her, the expression of the self is not restricted to the autobiographical genre. Fictional genres do not express something other than reality; rather, they express reality, but metaphorically: 'Je crois à la métaphore qu'est la fiction pour dire mes hantises, heureuses ou malheureuses, tragiques ou drôles. La fiction, pour moi, dit le réel' ('I place my faith in the metaphor that fiction is to say what haunts me, whether it be happy or sad, tragic or funny. Fiction, for me, talks of reality').
